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Within the pages of this dynamite PDF Ebook you will find links to a total of
Twelve (12) mind blowing instructional videos, which collectively contain over 12+
Hours of step by step instruction and eye opening training that will teach you
exactly HOW TO BECOME FAMOUS.

Yes that's right your going to be taught the tried, tested and consistently proven
to work Secrets, Strategies and Techniques that have enabled Jonathan Royle to
appear on literally 100's and 100's of National and International Television and
Radio Shows and also to be regularly and extensively featured in National and
International Newspapers and Magazines with his Magical, Hypnotic and Psychic
Entertainment talents.

No stone is left unturned as he first shows you examples of the TV and Radio
show appearances he has made and the newspaper and magazine features he
has enjoyed, before he then reveals exactly how he obtained all this Free
Publicity for his acts, talents and shows.

What is perhaps even more valuable is that he also reveals how to make money
from these appearances and of course how to ultimately create more demand for
your services, whilst enabling you to be able to demand and obtain higher fees
and more regular bookings with ease!

As these videos were filmed at one of Royles Live Seminars entitled "Secrets of
Hypnotic Success" as an extra Free bonus you will also learn everything you
need to know in order to precisely & safely conduct hugely profitable Group
Hypnotherapy Treatment Sessions for Smoking Cessation, Weight Management,
Confidence Building and Phobia Elimination. This is the perfect additional money
producing sideline for Mentalists, Hypnotists and Psychic Entertainers.

And if that's not enough, Royles colleague Robert Temple will also reveal (within
the pages of the PDF) the simple Five Step System that can be used to help you
to earn money whilst you sleep, by merchandising and internet sales of products
and virtual services related to your particular Acts, Shows and Talents.

Royle has travelled the World and his shows have been watched in quite literally
all 4 corners of the world thanks to his numerous International Television & Radio
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Performances and Media Appearances.

Now in this PDF he gives you access (private weblinks) to enable you to watch
(online via the internet) over 12 hours of video training that truly could set you on
the path to Stardom and Success in all you do.
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